Filmin is available in:

- **Spain**: Since 2008
- **Mexico**: Since June 2015
- **Portugal**: Since October 2016
- **EUROVOD**: Founder

Barcelona, 2016
WHAT IS NOW FILMIN?
The largest online catalogue in Europe with 10,000 TITLES

- Non-EU: 35%
- EU: 65%
- Series: 25%
- Movies: 75%
WHAT IS NOW FILMIN?
The largest online catalogue in Europe with 125,000 followers on social media.

**TVOD**
- 25%

**SVOD**
- 75%

**TABLET**
- 15%

**SMART TV**
- 25%

**COMPUTER**
- 60%

Barcelona, 2016
WHAT IS NOW FILMIN?

The largest online catalogue in Europe with

3 MILLION FILMS AND SERIES STREAMED THIS YEAR

9,8 FILMS PER SUBSCRIBER
67% WATCH 80% THE FILM
70/30 70% STREAMS - 30% CATALOGUE
13,5% CLASSICAL FILMS
1. CURATORIAL

A ver si con estas...
2. FESTIVALS

ATLÁNTIDA FILM FEST
ONLINE FESTIVALS
DAY & DATE
UNRELEASED FILMS
CINEMAKIDS
Cine, series y cómics en colaboración con NORMA Editorial
Mona Lisa Syndrome
The largest online catalogue in Europe with